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The executive's dek book; a practical manual of
correct usage United Nations Publications
The authoritative guide to producing, directing,
shooting, editing, and distributing your video or
film. Whether you aspire to be a great filmmaker
yourself or are looking for movie gifts, this
comprehensive guide to filmmaking is the first
step in turning a hobby into a career. Widely
acknowledged as the “bible” of video and film
production, and used in courses around the world,
The Filmmaker’s Handbook is now updated with the
latest advances in HD and digital formats. For
students and teachers, professionals and novices,
this indispensable handbook covers all aspects of
movie making. • Techniques for making dramatic
features, documentaries, corporate, broadcast, and
experimental videos and films • Shooting with
DSLRs, video, film, and digital cinema cameras •
In-depth coverage of lenses, lighting, sound
recording, editing, and mixing • Understanding
HDR, RAW, Log, 4K, UHD, and other formats • The
business aspects of funding and producing your
project • Getting your movie shown in theaters, on
television, streaming services, and online

Catalogue of Title-entries of Books and Other Articles
Entered in the Office of the Librarian of Congress, at
Washington, Under the Copyright Law ... Wherein the
Copyright Has Been Completed by the Deposit of Two Copies

in the Office Taylor & Francis
"This booklet is written for managers and supervisors in
industries that involve the manual handling of containers. It
offers suggestions to improve the handling of rectangular,
square, and cylindrical containers, sacks, and bags.
"Improving Manual Material Handling in Your Workplace" lists
the benefits of improving your work tasks. It also contains
information on risk factors, types of ergonomic
improvements, and effective training and sets out a four-step
proactive action plan. The plan helps you identify problems,
set priorities, make changes, and follow up. Sections 1 and 2
of "Improvement Options" provide ways to improve lifting,
lowering, filling, emptying, or carrying tasks by changing
work practices and/or the use of equipment. Guidelines for
safer work practices are also included. Section 3 of
"Improvement Options" provides ideas for using equipment
instead of manually handling individual containers. Guidelines
for safer equipment use are also included. For more help the
"Resources" section contains additional information on
administrative improvements, work assessment tools and
comprehensive analysis methods. This section also includes
an improvement evaluation tool and a list of professional and
trade organizations related to material handling."--Page 6.
CLOUD AND INTERNET SECURITY McGraw-Hill Professional
Publishing
The standard telecom industry reference with more than $2.5 million in
revenue, is now fully updated and revised for easy reference Since the fourth
edition of The Irwin Handbook of Telecommunications was published in
2000, wireless communications, high-profile mergers, broadband, Ethernet,
and more have transformed the telecom industry. In this comprehensively
revised and updated fifth edition, veteran telecom authority James Harry
Green helps you understand the new concerns regarding wireless networks
and security, covers new wiring standards and changes to the National Electric
Code, evolving Ethernet and Local Area Network (LAN) standards, the
transition toward converged voice and data, and much more. “Without a
doubt, this is the best book ever written on telecom management.”
—Teleconnect Library
Technical Manual McGraw Hill Professional

The U.S. Public Land Survey System (USPLSS) was born in 1785 and has
been evolving ever since. The General Land Office (GLO) and, later, the
Bureau of Land Management's (BLM) system of laying out our sections,
townships and ranges has been refined, changed, modified, improved, and,
of course, has benefited from improvements in equipment and advances in
technology. There have been eight editions of USPLSS instructions
published from 1785 - 2009 by either the GLO of the BLM. The results are
regional differences in the USPLSS across our United States. from Ohio
(where our System began with its initial field surveys) to Alaska (where
surveying work continues). And, there are differences in the USPLSS from
state to state as legislatures have enacted statutes pertaining to the System in
their state, and each state's courts have interpreted the statutes, or,
established a resurvey legal principle through case law. While the broad
view of the USPLSS is similar, each state will have its own peculiarities,
specific to only that state. Textbooks and reference manuals about the
USPLSS in general and about generic resurvey procedures on the System
are available. Textbooks or reference manuals about the USPLSS which
are state-specific and cover the original GLO instructions, resurvey
procedures and applicable state statutes and case law are not available.
Until now...for Missouri. This book is a complete synthesis of the USPLSS
for Missouri. Briefly, it contains: The early history of the System, from 1785
- 1815; The French and Spanish in Pre-America Missouri; The "shaping"
of Missouri...its boundaries; Laying out the original GLO surveys; GLO
protraction and platting; Missouri court decisions relative to the USPLSS;
Historical review of Missouri statute law relative to the USPLSS (1814 to
date); "Best practices" for reestablishing lost and restoring obliterated
corners of the USPLSS; Example calculation problems applying coordinate
geometry to lost corner reestablishment; Example GLO plats with notes.
This comprehensive coverage of the USPLSS for Missouri will provide the
surveying student, educator and practitioner (and those preparing for
licensure as a Professional Surveyor in Missouri) with a single book that will
fill the reference void that existed in the past. The book has seven chapters,
three tables, twenty-eight figures, forty-eight protraction and example
problems, eighty-nine example GLO plats, four appendices and a Glossary
and "Further Reading" list.
Great German Composers CreateSpace
A while back I wrote two documents called 'Building a Cloud
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Service' and the 'Convergence Report'. They basically documented my
past experiences and detailed some of the issues that a cloud company
may face as it is being built and run. Based on what had transpired
since, a lot of the concepts mentioned in that particular document are
becoming widely adopted and/or are trending towards them. This is a
continuation of that particular document and will attempt to analyse
the issues that are faced as we move towards the cloud especially with
regards to security. Once again, we will use past experience, research,
as well as current events trends in order to write this particular report.
Personal experience indicates that keeping track of everything and
updating large scale documents is difficult and depending on the
system you use extremely cumbersome. The other thing readers have
to realise is that a lot of the time even if the writer wants to write the
most detailed book ever written it’s quite simply not possible.
Several of my past works (something such as this particular document
takes a few weeks to a few months to write depending on how much
spare time I have) were written in my spare time and between work
and getting an education. If I had done a more complete job they
would have taken years to write and by the time I had completed the
work updates in the outer world would have meant that the work
would have meant that at least some of the content would have been
out of date. Dare I say it, by the time that I have completed this report
itself some of the content may have come to fruition as was the case
with many of the technologies with the other documents? I very much
see this document as a starting point rather than a complete reference
for those who are interested in technology security. Note that the
information contained in this document is not considered to be correct
nor the only way in which to do things. It’s a mere guide to how the
way things are and how we can improve on them. Like my previous
work, it should be considered a work in progress. Also, note that this
document has gone through many revisions and drafts may have gone
out over time. As such, there will be concepts that may have been
picked up and adopted by some organisations while others may have
simply broken cover while this document was being drafted and sent
out for comment. It also has a more strategic/business slant when
compared to the original document which was more technically
orientated. No illicit activity (as far as I know and have researched)
was conducted during the formulation of this particular document. All
information was obtained only from publicly available resources and
any information or concepts that are likely to be troubling has been
redacted. Any relevant vulnerabilities or flaws that were found were
reported to the relevant entities in question (months have passed).
Feedback/credit on any ideas that are subsequently put into action
based on the content of this document would be appreciated. Any
feedback on the content of this document is welcome. Every attempt

has been made to ensure that the instructions and information herein
are accurate and reliable. Please send corrections, comments,
suggestions and questions to the author. All trademarks and
copyrights are the property of their owners, unless otherwise
indicated. Use of a term in this document should not be regarded as
affecting the validity of any trademark or service mark. The author
would appreciate and consider it courteous if notification of any and
all modifications, translations, and printed versions are sent to him.
Please note that this is an organic document that will change as we
learn more about this new computing paradigm. The latest copy of
this document can be found either on the author’s website, blog,
and/or http://www.tldp.org/
UMTS Network Planning, Optimization, and Inter-Operation
with GSM Pike & Fischer - A BNA Company
Master performance optimization for Unity3D applications with
tips and techniques that cover every aspect of the Unity3D
Engine About This Book Optimize CPU cycles, memory usage,
and GPU throughput for any Unity3D application Master
optimization techniques across all Unity Engine features
including Scripting, Asset Management, Physics, Graphics
Features, and Shaders A practical guide to exploring Unity
Engine's many performance-enhancing methods Who This Book
Is For This book is intended for intermediate and advanced
Unity developers who have experience with most of Unity's
feature-set, and who want to maximize the performance of their
game. Familiarity with the C# language will be needed. What
You Will Learn Use the Unity Profiler to find bottlenecks
anywhere in our application, and discover how to resolve them
Implement best-practices for C# scripting to avoid common
pitfalls Develop a solid understanding of the rendering pipeline,
and maximize its performance through reducing draw calls and
avoiding fill rate bottlenecks Enhance shaders in a way that is
accessible to most developers, optimizing them through subtle
yet effective performance tweaks Keep our scenes as dynamic
as possible by making the most of the Physics engine Organize,
filter, and compress our art assets to maximize performance
while maintaining high quality Pull back the veil on the Mono
Framework and the C# Language to implement low-level
enhancements that maximize memory usage and avoid garbage
collection Get to know the best practices for project
organization to save time through an improved workflow In
Detail Competition within the gaming industry has become
significantly fiercer in recent years with the adoption of game

development frameworks such as Unity3D. Through its massive
feature-set and ease-of-use, Unity helps put some of the best
processing and rendering technology in the hands of hobbyists
and professionals alike. This has led to an enormous explosion
of talent, which has made it critical to ensure our games stand
out from the crowd through a high level of quality. A good user
experience is essential to create a solid product that our users
will enjoy for many years to come. Nothing turns gamers away
from a game faster than a poor user-experience. Input latency,
slow rendering, broken physics, stutters, freezes, and crashes are
among a gamer's worst nightmares and it's up to us as game
developers to ensure this never happens. High performance does
not need to be limited to games with the biggest teams and
budgets. Initially, you will explore the major features of the
Unity3D Engine from top to bottom, investigating a multitude of
ways we can improve application performance starting with the
detection and analysis of bottlenecks. You'll then gain an
understanding of possible solutions and how to implement them.
You will then learn everything you need to know about where
performance bottlenecks can be found, why they happen, and
how to work around them. This book gathers a massive wealth
of knowledge together in one place, saving many hours of
research and can be used as a quick reference to solve specific
issues that arise during product development. Style and approach
This book is organized based on the major features of Unity
engine and should be treated as a reference guide. It is written as
a series of investigations into both common and unusual
performance pitfalls, each including a study on why the
bottleneck is causing us problems, and a list of enhancements or
features that can be used to work around them. Differences in
effectiveness, behaviors, or feature-sets between Unity 4.x and
Unity 5.x will be highlighted.
The Shadow Commission Rocky Nook, Inc.
Mobile and Handheld Computing Solutions for Organizations and
End-Users discusses a broad range of topics in order to advance
handheld knowledge and apply the proposed methods to real-world
issues for organizations and end users. This book brings together
researchers and practitioners involved with mobile and handheld
computing solutions useful for IT students, researchers, and scholars.
The Filmmaker's Handbook Packt Publishing Ltd
In a time when our Western Free Democracies in the eyes of an ever
greater number of citizens loose acceptance Ralph T. Niemeyer
raises the question whether it is not our political system but rather the
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underlying economic model that is to be blamed for the waning public
support for EU institutions which according to the author overreact by
a nervous over-kill when trying to impose a rigid system sacrificing
civil rights, social protection and cultural diversity on the altar of the
Lisbon - treaty. But, the book does not fall short from indicating
where the alternatives would lay and how easy these could be applied
if only a majority of the political class were ready for it. Like in good
parliamentary tradition, Ralph T. Niemeyer proposes to install a
Shadow Commission for Europe giving the real opposition a structure
and the European citizens a voice existing EU institutions have failed
to provide for.
Handbook of Skin Ultrasound Artech House Mobile
Communicat
Why is it such a challenge to provide telecommunications to
rural areas? High initial infrastructure investment, relative low
call volumes, high maintenance costs due to harsh
environments, cash box collection needs, cash security costs (for
coin operated phones), card availability (for prepaid airtime
systems), technical illiteracy, remote locations, and high
transportation costs are just some of the impediments to
providing rural telecommunications access. This manual is
based on the experiences of the Village Phone Programmes in
Bangladesh and Uganda. In rural villages where no
telecommunications services have previously existed, the
programme provides cellular phones via a sustainable financing
mechanism to poor entrepreneurs who use the phone to operate
a business. Such has been the success that over 2,000 village
phone businesses are now operating in remote villages of
Uganda. This manual is a guideline for replicating the
programme in a new country. It establishes a template for
creating sustainable initiatives that bring telecommunications to
the poor, create viable new businesses for micro-entrepreneurs,
and expand the customer base for telecommunications
companies.
The British National Bibliography Copyright Office, Library
of Congress
ATMs, cellular phones, voice processing systems, wireless
technology, video conferencing, government deregulation,
company mergers and other revolutionary changes are causing a
flood of new products and unbridled competition in the
telecommunications industry. This book is an indispensable
guide to the North American telecommunications system
offering company-specific examples to illustrate the changing

nature of the field.
Unity 2018 Cookbook Frontiers Media SA
The first practical handbook of skin ultrasound! Thought for
beginners and advanced ultrasound users wishing to strengthen their
knowledge in skin ultrasound Ideal for dermatologists, sonographers,
radiologists, aesthetic pshysicians and plastic surgenons.
Ergonomic Guidelines for Manual Material Handling iUniverse
The Power of Your Story is an 8-week program designed to help post-
abortive women process their abortions. This Participant Manual
represents the official curriculum of Abortion Anonymous, Inc.
(AbAnon.org).
The Off-Camera Flash Handbook CreateSpace
In this book, popular Fuji Rumors "X-Pert Corner" columnist Rico
Pfirstinger teaches you about the little-known capabilities of the Fujifilm X-
T3, which he’s discovered through months of in-depth research and
experimentation with the camera. After a brief overview of the camera’s
basic functions, Rico cuts to the chase and provides a plethora of tips and
practical instructions not found in the user's manual. With this knowledge,
you will be able to take full advantage of the capabilities of the X-T3.

The Fujifilm X-series cameras have amazing features but may require an
adjustment period for those new to using these cameras, even
photographers who have been lifetime shooters. This guide will help you to
quickly feel comfortable using your camera so that you can achieve
excellent results.

Topics covered include:

• Menu shortcuts

• Long exposures

• Firmware upgrades

• Hybrid autofocus system

• Auto and manual focusing

• Face detection

• ISOless sensor

• Dynamic Range expansion

• Film simulations

• Custom settings

• RAW conversion

• Movies

• Self-timer

• Flash

• Adapted lenses

• Taking Videos

• And much more…
The Fujifilm X-T3 Createspace Independent Publishing Platform
Maybe you were just diagnosed with diabetes and are confused by all the
contradictory information out there. Or, maybe you've done everything
your doctors told you to do, but still you have wild fluctuations in your
blood sugars. Your A1c, cholesterol, and triglycerides are through the roof
and you're gaining weight! Either way, you're frustrated, but it's not your
fault! Controlling diabetes can be easy with the right information! You can
get off the roller coaster of wildly fluctuating blood sugars, lower your
cholesterol and A1c, and reduce (or even possibly eliminate) some of the
medications you are currently taking. You can decrease your risk of
developing diabetic complications. And, if you are already suffering from
diabetic complications, you can stop further progression and may even be
able to reverse some of their effects. This is not only possible but can
happen in a very short amount of time. You will be in control! And, it's
easy! I want you to be healthy! I want you to be able to take back your life
and do all the things that you enjoy without the limitations that diabetes
can put on your daily life. No more feeling like a guinea pig trying every
new drug that is supposed to help lower your blood sugar. The things I'm
going to tell you are the same things that my family and I are doing with
amazing results. The doctors are shocked! I will give you all the facts that
you need to lead a normal life that is not controlled by your diabetes.In this
book, you will learn:•What is diabetes and what are the different types.
Each type of diabetes is just a little bit different. You have to understand
how the disease works to understand everything else.•How to modify your
diet to keep your blood sugar stable throughout the day. These changes are
so simple that I'm almost embarrassed to tell you!•Blood sugar
monitoring- when and why•Food and how your body uses it•What tests
you absolutely need your doctor to perform and what the results
mean•Vitamins, minerals, and nutritional supplements•And much, much
more!As a bonus, I will give you delicious and easy recipes to take out all
the guesswork while you learn. My family refused to even consider doing
anything unless I could make the food taste good and they got desserts!
Your family won't even know they're eating “diabetic food.” No more
cooking two different meals.You may be asking yourself what are my
qualifications to write a book that teaches you how to control your
diabetes. Am I just some housewife that stumbled on a "miracle cure"? I've
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been a nuclear medicine technologist for the past 15 years and I minored in
biochemistry and pharmacology. As a nuclear medicine technologist, my
job, in a nutshell, consists of watching how your body metabolizes
nutrients. The majority of my patients have diabetes. I study everything I
can get my hands on concerning diabetes and its treatment. And, it's a good
thing, because I now have two diabetics in my house- one a Type 1 and the
other a Type 2. If you are a diabetic, you need this book! It really is very
easy to have normal blood sugars around the clock. Excellent health is right
around the corner for you!
Handbook of Mobile Radio Networks Red Iris Books
Building workers constitute between five and ten per cent of the total
labour market in almost every country of the world. They construct, repair
and maintain the vital physical infrastructure of our societies, and we rely
upon and trust their achievements every day. Yet we know surprisingly
little about builders, their cultures, the organization of their work or the
business relations that constitute their industry. This book, based on one-
year’s participant observation on a London construction site, redresses this
gap in our knowledge by taking a close-up look at a section of building
workers and businessmen. By examining the organizational features of the
building project and describing the skill, sweat, malingering, humour and
humanity of the building workers, Thiel illustrates how the builders were
mostly autonomous from formal managerial control, regulating their own
outputs and labour markets. This meant that the men’s ethnic, class and
gender-bound cultural activities fundamentally underpinned the
organization of their work and the broader construction economy, and
thereby highlights the continuing centrality of class-bound culture and
social stratification in a post-industrial, late modern world. Thiel outlines
the on-going connections and intersections between economy, state, class
and culture, ultimately showing how these factors interrelated to produce
the building industry, its builders, and its buildings. Based predominately
on cultural and economic sociology, this book will also be of interest to
those working in the fields of gender and organizational studies; social
class and inequality; migration and ethnicity; urban studies; and social
identities.

Cars & Parts John Wiley & Sons
UMTS Network Planning, Optimization, and Inter-Operation
with GSM is an accessible, one-stop reference to help engineers
effectively reduce the time and costs involved in UMTS
deployment and optimization. Rahnema includes detailed
coverage from both a theoretical and practical perspective on the
planning and optimization aspects of UMTS, and a number of
other new techniques to help operators get the most out of their
networks. Provides an end-to-end perspective, from network
design to optimization Incorporates the hands-on experiences of
numerous researchers Single authorship allows for strong
coherency and accessibility Details the complete iteration cycle
of radio link budgeting for coverage planning and dimensioning

Rahnema demonstrates detailed formulation of radio capacity
and coverage in UMTS, and discusses the tradeoffs involved. He
presents complete link budgeting and iterative simulations for
capacity and coverage planning, along with practical guidelines.
UMTS Network Planning contains seventeen cohesive and well-
organized chapters which cover numerous topics, including:
Radio channel structures, radio channel models, parameters,
model tuning Techniques for capacity and coverage
enhancements Complete treatment of power control, handoffs
and radio resource practical management processes and
parameters Detailed coverage of TCP protocol enhancement for
operation over wireless links, particularly UMTS Application of
GSM measurements to plan and re-engineer for UMTS radio
sites Guidelines for site co-location with GSM, the QOS classes,
parameters and inter-workings in UMTS AMR voice codecs and
tradeoffs, core and access network design, architectural
evolution, and protocols Comprehensive discussion and
presentation of practical techniques for radio performance
analysis, trending, and troubleshooting Perfect for professionals
in the field and researchers specializing in network
enhancement. Engineers working on other air interfaces and next
generation technologies will find many of the techniques
introduced helpful in designing and deploying future wireless
networks as well. Students and professionals new to the wireless
field will also find this book to be a good foundation in network
planning, performance analysis, and optimization.
Index of Specifications and Standards Binh Nguyen
Here's a comprehensive system-level treatment of the total realm of
mobile radio communications -- complete coverage of both the basic
concepts and the systems themselves -- to help you improve
performance, increase productivity, and save time.
The Complete NPA User's Manual The Complete NPA User's Manual
In this book, popular Fuji Rumors "X-Pert Corner" columnist Rico
Pfirstinger teaches about the little-known capabilities of the X-T1, which
he’s discovered through months of in-depth research and experimentation
with the camera. After a brief overview of the camera’s basic functions,
Rico cuts to the chase and provides a plethora of tips and practical
instructions not found in the user's manual. This second edition includes
descriptions of new features and updates to firmware. With this
knowledge, you will be able to fully exploit the capabilities of the X-T1.
The Fujifilm X-series cameras have amazing features but may require an
adjustment period for those new to using these cameras, even
photographers who have been lifetime DSLR shooters. This guide will
help you to quickly feel comfortable using your camera so that you can

achieve excellent results. This book includes complete coverage of the
camera’s new firmware 4 features that were introduced in July 2015.
Topics covered include: • Menu shortcuts • Long exposures • Firmware
upgrades • Hybrid autofocus system • Auto and manual focusing • Face
detection • ISOless sensor • Dynamic Range expansion • Film simulations
• Custom settings • RAW conversion • Panoramas • Movies • Self-timer •
Flash • Adapted lenses • And much more…

Village Phone Replication Manual Routledge
If your past attempts at learning flash have all ended in failure
(not to mention tears and/or blind rage), then The Off-Camera
Flash Handbook is about to change everything for you. For
years, photographer Vanessa Joy has been using off-camera
flash to create gorgeous portraits that look like they were shot in
the most beautiful natural light at the perfect time of day. Well,
guess what? That consistent look was not created thanks to the
most amazing luck with the weather. No. It was created by a pro
photographer who mastered her use of off-camera flash. And
with her down-to-earth and practical explanations, that’s
exactly what Vanessa teaches you in this book.

Vanessa breaks down off-camera flash into an easy-to-
understand approach, and instead of focusing on the gear and
the settings (which are also included, of course), she focuses on
the kinds of shots you want to make. This book is about learning
to use off-camera flash easily and quickly so that you can create
beautiful, natural-looking light in any situation, at any time you
need it…regardless of the weather or time of day.

The book is divided into three parts. Part One covers the
fundamentals of off-camera flash, and it does so without
blasting you with a firehose of information. Instead, Vanessa
gives you the basics you need so that you can start shooting
right away without becoming overwhelmed with technical
jargon.

Once you’re set up and ready to go, Vanessa jumps right into
Part Two with specific photo scenarios and real-world situations
where you’ll learn key techniques for using your flash to create
consistent, beautiful photographs. For each scenario, Vanessa
provides the goal for the shoot, a gear list, the step-by-step
shooting instructions, and images that show both the progress of
the shoot and the behind-the-scenes shots or lighting diagrams
of the setup. She also discusses problems you may encounter,
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variations on the shot, and additional practical scenarios for each
situation.

Just a few examples include:

• Recreating the golden hour at any time

• Shooting groups

• Making indoors look like outdoors

• Enhancing natural light

• Using flash at events

• Working in harsh sunlight

• Creating silhouettes

• Shooting at sunset

• Fixing an ugly-light room

• And much more

Finally, Part Three tackles the questions you’ll likely have once
you’ve got the basics under your belt and you’re already
creating great photos with your off-camera flash—things like high-
speed sync, sync speed, a practical understanding of the inverse
square law, etc. There is also a helpful FAQ section at the end of
the book.

 

TABLE OF CONTENTS

PART 1: GETTING STARTED WITH OFF-CAMERA FLASH
(OCF)

You Already Know This

Getting Your Flash Off Camera

Getting the Exposure

Light Positions and Modifiers

How to Add More Lights

PART 2: Off-Camera Flash Techniques

Creating Golden Haze

Creating Golden Hour

Creating Twilight

Photographing at Sunset

Making a Magenta Sunset

Group Shots with One Light

Individual Portraits

Portraits of Couples

Enhancing Natural Light

Making Indoors Look Like Outdoors

Super Soft Portrait Light

Warming up the Sky

Keeping a Blue Sky

Light like It's Coming Through a Window

Creating a Silhouette

Turn Day into Night

Tiny Little Details

Table Details

Event Speeches

In Harsh Sunlight

Shooting with Reflectors

Event Bounce Flash

Using Gels for Fun Color Effects

Using Gels to Color Correct

Lighting a Dark Room

Making a Rainy Day Sunny

Lighting to Look Like Window Light

Making Front Bokeh

Filling in Shadows

Wow, This Indoor Light Sucks

Rim Lighting

PART 3: Features, Troubleshooting, and FAQS

WTF Are You Talking About?

But Light Doesn’t Do That

FAQs about OCF
The Irwin Handbook of Telecommunications, 5E Penguin
J. M. Cunningham first began experiencing hip pain when she was in her
forties. After moving to Phoenix for work, she began exploring options
with her doctors as her hip pain increased and caused her to walk with
what she called a “hippy limp.” With the goal of helping others who are
contemplating hip surgery and the subsequent recovery, Cunningham
shares an insightful, practical, and often humorous guide that chronicles
her experiences as she dealt with chronic hip pain and researched total hip
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replacement surgical procedures. While leading others through a step-by-
step process that encourages planning, exploration, and informed decisions,
Cunningham discusses the differences between hip resurfacing and hip
replacement surgeries, reveals what to expect the day of surgery and in the
days after, and shares insight into follow-up appointments and in life as
patients move forward and embrace a new and pain-free chapter.
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